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The following text was first presented to the International
Physicians for prevention of Nuclear War (IPPNW)
Conference, Delhi, March 10, 2008
“There will be no peace. At any given moment for the rest of
our lives; there will be multiple conflicts in mutating forms
around the globe … violent conflicts will dominate the
headlines …” A ‘perpetual war for perpetual peace’ …
Wolfowitz and Perle in the preamble of the draft of the ‘Project for the New American
Century’ in the heady days in 1992,when the Soviet Union had been subverted at its very
top. The ‘ New World Order’ demands the control and seizure of oil and mineral resources
and markets of every country by military force or through proxy governments and comprador
elites, camouflaged as ‘ Globalisation’; preceded by subversion of targeted countries. Hence
the new colonial project is unprecedented on a historical scale within countries and societies,
and overseas.
The leader of one of the earliest movements to understand this militarized ‘New World
Order’, Subcomandante Marcos the leader of the Zaptista movement in Mexico, declared in
relation to NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Agreement that neo-liberal globalisation
was a “world war waged by financial power (oligarchies) against humanity” and the
expression of the worldwide crisis of capitalism and not its success.
On 19 October 2001, US Vice President Cheney, stated that the “New war may never end.
At least not in our life time. The way I think of it, it’s a new normalcy”.
The NSSD of 1 March 2005 says “America is a Nation at war’. In September 2005 Cheney
again asserted that the War (on terror) could go on for several decades, just as periodical
assertions come regarding the war and occupation for decades in Iraq and Afghanistan, the
planning for the ‘long war’, the new Middle-East to be balkanized into state-lets, just as the
USSR was, South Asia to fall in line or be divided into financial principalities to serve the
‘metropolitan core or center’ and so on for Globalisation or global finance capital, to integrate
all markets (nation states may continue to exist as enfeebled entities to preserve local law

and order of their populace and to transfer their budgetary surpluses to the ‘core’. The
Washington Consensus is about this. It had claimed to lead global freedom, prosperity and
economic growth through ‘deregulation, liberalization and privatization’). “Is there an
alternative to plundering the earth? Is there an alternative to making war? Is there an
alternative to destroying the planet?’ (Wehrlof)
In the meanwhile, militarisation of Space, weaponisation of the sea-bed, unfettered use of
low radiation nuclear warfare with Depleted Uranium, not just killing and infecting with cancer
and leukaemia but poisoning the air, water, flora, fauna and every speck of dust for ever,
readiness to use chemical, germ and gene warfare agents, destruction of water and sanitary
systems, in Iraq, in Afghanistan, in Gaza are being demonstrated before our eyes. The
soldier in uniform now constitutes only a very small proportion of the casualties which are
overwhelmingly civilian - women, children, men - schools, hospitals, homes and work places.
In percentage terms collateral damage, as people are termed, is ninety percent of the
casualties.
Statistics do not always convey the sufferings of humanity. However, if the first world war
caused about 17 million maimed and dead, the second great war around 50 million dead,
followed by millions murdered in Korea, Vietnam, Cambodia, Congo, Angola, Rwanda, and
now in Iraq, Afghanistan, Palestine, Lebanon, the continuing civil war raging in Congo (5
million), the mass murders in Indonesia, Chile, Argentina, Guatemala, Nicaragua, Honduras
and the myriad civil wars ignited by the corporations in different corners of the world, are still
taking their toll.
Incidentally, when Madeline Albright then US Secretary of State was asked her response to
the sanctions on Iraq, in the wake of the 1991 Gulf war, which had caused the loss of half a
million children’s lives and “was it worth it”, she blandly replied “I think so”. This sums up the
ruthless psychology and policy dictating this period of contemporary history, its economic
policy with militarization as its adjunct.
Briefly, Globalisation is a multi-pronged drive for capture and control of resources, by finance
capital and the dominant Transnational Corporations leading to wars for resources, not of
territory which is incidental, to the extent that control of territory is necessary to enslave a
society for its resources. How does it proceed apace? What are the driving forces? How is it
organized? Who are the key players? Why has it taken such an all pervasive, brutal form?
How has it evoled historically? Why is it unending? What political and economic ideologies
dominate it? Where is it leading humanity and the world to?

Neoliberal globalisation is a type of totalitarian neo-mercantilism in which all resources,
markets, all money and financial institutions, all profits, all means of production, all
investment opportunities and all power belongs to the corporations. In the new world order,
democracy appears outdated for it hinders business (Hardt /Negri / Chomsky and Werlhof).
The notion of people as a sovereign body has practically been abolished and real
democracy is largely non-existent, except the manipulated form, suitably greased by
corporate funding without the substance of democratic policy making, with people at its core.
This system is supported by the corporate media, its monopoly ownership and alliance with
what has been aptly described as the ‘War Corporations’ and the latter’s incestuous
relationships with the power elites and the ruling establishments to permit them unbridled
profiteering and predatory operations. International law, the UN Charter, the Geneva and
Hague conventions, the rule of law have all been cast aside. In addition the military is
virtually placed at the disposal of the financial elites’ corporate boardrooms to maximize
destruction in the quickest time period with no thought of the loss of civilian life, property and
infrastructure, camouflaged in certain cases by so called ‘humanitarian intervention’ under
the auspices of the United Nations .
To give only one example, NBC, America’s network TV, is an arm of General Electric, the
manufacturer of F-16, B-2, Apache, Abrams tank, A-10 aircraft engines and so on. Murdoch,
the media baron’s empire is always in the forefront to beat the war drums through the
Corporate media an adjunct of war and the inciting of sectarian strife.
The age of colonization is replete with the horrors of loot, genocide, man-made famines,
plunder, pillage, deceit, fraud and the intimate partnership between the trading companies
and the colonial armies. In more recent times in the last century, oil became the reason for
the great colonial enterprises of the European, Anglo-US, German and Japanese wars of
aggression and the precursor of Oil politics in the New World Order (with the smoke screen
to make the world safe for freedom and democracy).
Contemporary wars have devastated whole societies where one sees not democracies but
corpses of the victims of some of the most technologically advanced weapons known to
mankind. These weapons increase the scale and magnitude of this process of “collective
killing”.
As recently as the Second World War, while soldiers were the cannon fodder for the Allies
and the Axis powers, their big banks, corporations were in covert partnerships. In Germany,
Italy and Spain, Ford, GM. Standard Oil, Dupont, Union Carbide, Dow Chemicals,
Westinghouse, GE, IBM, the Bank of New York and the famous Bank of International

Settlements had close financial and business dealings with Germany’s Thyssen, Krupps, IG
Farben conglomerates along with German banks who in fact bank-rolled the Nazi Party. That
is why as the allied forces marched into Germany in 1945 they were told to bypass several
industries and businesses which had links to Anglo-US interests.
German Fortune 500 companies, Krupps and IG Farben amongst others were charged in
1948 following the main Nuremburg Trials with “ the preparation, initiation and waging wars
of aggression and invasions of other countries “ and “the plunder of public and private
property …conspiracies to commit crimes against peace, war crimes and crimes against
humanity, including the use of slave labour”. Due to the influence of powerful political
interests, as US interest in Europe became one of countering Soviet influence and protecting
the common political and economic systems of the allies and the Axis, (except the USSR),
the Directors and executives were given minor sentences for the lesser charges of pillage
and use of slave labour, rendering incomplete the task of the Nuremberg and Tokyo trials.
(see Niloufer Bhagwat, Privatizing War)
In Africa, Angola and Congo in the 1960s and 70s are prime examples of “civil wars” and
genocide fostered by the oil and mining MNCs. Hungry, unclothed men, women and children
have been living and sleeping in the wet and cold, atop mounds and jungles below which lie
diamonds, precious stones and strategic raw materials which make for the arsenals that kill
mankind across the globe.
Can there be co-existence between humanity and this culture of military seizure?
Neo-liberal globalisation is tantamount to subordination of policy and decision making to
corporate rule. “Freedom of the economy means the freedom of the corporations”.
There is the underlying insistence that all nations must abide by the diktats of the world “free
markets” which means the diktat of the major financial, oil, weapons corporations, and there
is the threat of military action should any country be judged to have deviated from the path.
It is the corporations - not the ‘market’, that determines today’s rules of trade, prices and
legal regulations.
The recent shift from consumer goods to armaments is a particularly troubling development
(Chossudovsky 2003) with new forms of “enclosures” emerging with privatization of public
industries and “commons” what was free and accessible to mankind as a whole, like water,
rain forests, regions of bio-diversity or geographical interest like pipeline routes, oceans etc.
are now a part of the new enclosures of privatization with the threat of military control of the
heritage of mankind as a whole.

It is the corporations that dictate policy and as far as they are concerned there is no place for
democratic convention: ’res public turns into a res privata.’ The ones who get in their way or
challenge their “rights” are vilified and to an increasing degree defined as ‘terrorists’.
The US President has declared the possibility of “pre-emptive nuclear strikes” should the US
so decide. Current US Doctrine for nuclear weapons 2007, authorizes Theatre Commanders
their use on “targets that can withstand non –nuclear attacks (tunnels, underground strikes
etc). Also, in retaliation for military, biological, chemical weapons …or IN THE EVENT OF
SURPRISING MILITARY DEVELOPMENTS (against US forces) of an unspecified nature.
Mini-nukes (up to six times the size of the Hiroshima atom bomb) are described as
conventional ordnance.
Neoliberalism and war are two sides of the same coin. War is not only good for the economy
but is indeed its driving force: ” Continuation of the economy by other means. “War and
economy have become almost indistinguishable (Werlhof 2005)”…The Gulf wars and the
conflicts in Africa starting with Congo, Angola, Chad, Rwanda and the threats to Sudan,
Somalia and Iran are obvious examples. Militarism once again appears as the “executor of
capital accumulation.”(Luxemburg 1970) - potentially everywhere and enduringly.
A few examples of what globalisation in its different manifestations has led to in the erstwhile
USSR, Yugoslavia and now Iraq.
In the Soviet Union, the General Secretary of the CPSU sold out, despite an overwhelming
Referendum vote in favour of the Union, a letter signed by Marshal SF Akhromeyev, Chief of
the General Staff and 200 Generals and Admirals, all deputies of the Duma, the Soviet
Parliament, opposing the move by Gorbachev and comparing his act to worse than the Nazi
invasion which failed to annihilate the Soviet Union. In a putsch backed by the West and its
propaganda machine, unprecedented in history, the USSR politically capitulated and Yeltsin
began to dismantle institutions, plants, factories to the oligarchs who simply usurped state
property, sold it for a song and laundered a trillion dollars to US Banks, advised by the likes
of Jeffrey Sachs, Strobe Talbot; and the rest is history. A people and a nation brought to
their knees by their own sold out leadership.
Yugoslavia was balkanized thereafter by several well planned, neo-liberal devices and
measures. Alienation of the federal constituents by stopping federal grants, recognition of
Croatia by Germany, privatisation of industry leading to 50 % unemployment, privatization of
the Central Bank and the nomination of a non-citizen as its Governor, insistence of first
charge on revenues to the World Bank –IMF, lifting of controls of food prices and other
essentials causing raging profiteering and inflation ….breaking up the once happy, peaceful

and generally prosperous Yugoslavia that fascist forces could not overcome in the Great
War. The story for the rest of Eastern Europe and the Balkans is similar. Their reconstruction
is now solely in the hands of Western corporations.
By now, despite the best attempts by the corporate media, the lies used as pretexts for the
invasion and occupation of Afghanistan and Iraq, are common knowledge. The propaganda
to demonise Iran lies in shambles after the 2007 US National Intelligence Estimate was
made public by the Intelligence community, even though analysts still insist that Iran has a
nuclear weapons program which could serve as a pretext for military intervention, should the
financial meltdown of certain power centers require the take over of another country’s
resources and national budget as happened in Iraq.
All reasons advanced in the UNSC and in the International community by the US at every
level have been demonstrated to be manufactured, as confirmed by the leaked Downing
Street Memorandum, the Niger Uranium hoax, the aluminium tubes, the non-existence of
WMD mobile storages and so on.
The oil majors through their representatives in the highest levels of Government in
Washington DC desire to control the oil spigots, in order not only to control and dominate the
major oil consumers –Japan, China, India, Europe, a very sensitive geo-political region, but
also to usurp petro-dollars (Iraq had switched to euros in October 2002), of the OPEC
countries in return for useless arms imports and security protection for the rather unpopular
regimes.
Zionist influence on US foreign policy through Big Business, Banks, Investment firms,
financial oligarchies and the media, in Wall street and in the City –London, is documented in
detail. The reality is that the practice of the ‘Revolving Door’ between the executives in the
corporations and banks on the Wall Street, the White House, the Pentagon, Treasury, FED,
the State department make it so much easier to ensure planning, coordination and continuity
of policies as deliberated upon by the Bilderberg Group, the Trilateral Commission, the CFR,
the conglomerates and generally endorsed at Davos in the WEF, by definition an alliance of
Big Business and political establishments.
It is not the Pentagon but the Wall Street boardrooms which select targeted entities.
President Eisenhower called it the Military-Industrial Complex. One can add the energy-oil
majors to this.
It is on record that the nuclear weapons targeting plan was jointly prepared by the business
executives and the military at the Offut air base in Nebraska in 2002. Halliburton and its

subsidiary KBR has won hundreds of billions of single vendor contracts in Iraq and siphoned
off non-metered Iraqi oil. Some little noises may be made by the GAO, that’s all! The
“reconstruction” plan for targeted countries is usually made prior to the ‘destruction’ plan in
the Board Rooms! The Central Bank of Baghdad (Iraq) is run by Morgan Stanley as a natural
sequence to the great usurpation of Iraqi assets in totality, starting with the Oil Ministry and
oil reserves and fields, by Bremmer’s 100 orders unprecedented in history, in open defiance
of the Hague conventions, all for ‘globalisation’, the code word for the 21st century colonial
project.
Lockheed Martin, Halliburton, Bechtel, Aegis, BKSH associates, Bearing Pony, Custer
Battles, Loral satellite, Qualcom, CACI and Titan and others are the beneficiaries in the Iraq
war and occupation just as they have been its orchestrators with CNN, Fox, NBC (GE),
Murdoch, BBC in the first place. Their stock prices have tripled, in every phase of the war.
Even the Iraqi Media network is run by a former Director of the Voice of America.
Architecture & Characteristics of Globalisation
1. Implementation of the Neo-liberal Agenda is through shock therapy, structural adjustment
programs, Washington Consensus. Speculative finance capital which lies at the heart of the
current phase of ‘Financialisation’ of capitalism requires seemingly endless infusion of cash
which necessitates more exploitation and thus more inequality. Violence is often considered
a solution to all problems to control society even as economic policies impact wider groups
of citizens.
2. Subversion of key personnel in the institutions of the state.
3. Sanctions or threat of sanctions where necessary, to weaken the country targeted when a
military attack is intended some months or years hence.
4. Deregulating the economy and dismantling the public sector as part of the Reforms or
‘Deform’ package.
5. Influence, control and takeover of financial institutions and later Banks, Insurance and
Real estate (FIRE).
6. Takeover of the Media via the FDI route.
7. The Myth of Free Trade.
8. Control of food, seeds, land, contract farming, Futures Exchanges, pharmaceuticals via
new Patents Act, IPR, robbery of genetic and bio-diversity assets.

9. Extension of pro-corporate and commercial contract laws under the pretext of modernising
laws and the legal framework.
10. Steady destruction of the Environment and ecology.
11. Unsustainable consumption, provoking internal conflict and external competition or
leading to wars.
12. Resort to state terrorism while crying wolf by contrived individual acts of terrorism, using
a spectrum of instruments, from special forces to bombardment of civilian habitats, torture,
rendition, using the ‘war on terror’ propaganda as a cover for military intervention to invade,
occupy and foreign control of national resources. Corporate commitment to weapons in a
war economy is total where 85% of the production is funded by the military as JK Galbraith
says in his book ‘The Economy of Innocent Fraud: Truth of our Times’.
13. Enforcing WTO rules, also referred to as the ‘Economic Constitution’ of the world, whose
objective is to gradually annihilate the legitimate and democratically endorsed State’s and
people’s rights and prerogatives. Davos Project 2020 shapes the road map for the ‘global
future’ staffed as it is by executives nominated by the proliferating Transnationals whose
ideology is influenced by the ‘end of history’ credo. IMF, WB and WTO constitute a “separate
supranational state”. The rules of these institutions are applied asymmetrically—least of all
where such rules interfere with global finance capital and most of all where they further the
exploitation of the already impoverished. Aimed at military control of the planet, through a
multi-dimensional and permanent war of the North against the South.
14. Contemporary ethos of establishing hegemony is characterized by Military Keynesianism
– i.e. the “long war” and occupation of Afghanistan, Iraq and the looming wars in the Middle–
East to boost annual aggregate military expenditure to over $ 1 trillion in the US, expansion
of global military bases to over 700 and increase in production of hugely expensive
armaments and munitions, their relentless exports while paying ‘lip service ‘ to
developmental aid at G-8 and other UN convened conferences, and in practice disregarding
‘peace and security’ the founding purpose of the UN Charter.
15. “The more fundamental concern is the need to protect the West’s pre-emptive claim to
the financial surpluses of the Arab and oil world. This is essential for underwriting their
political stability which today is irretrievable and in distinct decline.” (Sukumar Muralidharan
in EPW, March 1991).

16. “Globalisation is privatization of the world” as William Blum writes The Pre-emptive ‘First
strike option’ is complementary to the idea and is being discussed at the NATO* summit in
Bucharest in April (2008).
The Commander of the space shuttle that circled the earth in 2005, called and said ‘the
centre of Africa was burning “. She meant the Congo, in which the great rain forest of the
continent was located. It needed to disappear for corporations to gain free access to the
Congo’s natural resources that are the reason for the wars that plague the region today.
After all one needs diamonds, precious and strategic raw materials for the exotic weapons of
today and tomorrow. Brazil has followed the same policy with respect to the great Amazon
River basin.
Henry CK Liu, a New York based Investment banker who writes prolifically for the Asia
Times notes “ For the trade deficit developing economies, neo-liberal global trade makes old
fashion 19th Century Imperialism look benign …”(and its predatory wars, fraud and loot look
like a teddy bear’s picnic) Economic power when sufficiently vast, as in the contemporary
globalised system generating unprecedented and accelerating inequalities, becomes by its
very nature political power. The political power of Big Business has diminished democracy
and led to the establishment of rule by an oligarchy.
Militarisation of the State and society is a natural consequence of rule by an oligarchy,
focused on ‘market fundamentalism’ whose affects are all too visible across the globe and
even within the ‘core’ or the metropolitan center.
Thomas Friedman of the New York Times one of the propagandists of this anti-humanity
policies has summed it up graphically with nothing left to the imagination, “ The hidden hand
of the market will never work without the hidden fist …. McDonald’s cannot flourish without
McDonnell Douglas (Manufacturers of F-15s).
Globalisation Politics in Action
The nihilism of neo-liberal globalisation is evident. The whole ‘ Real’ world is sought to be
transformed into money and speculative transactions with mounds of paper money created,
destructive to human welfare and development (Werlhof). The material limits of such politics
becomes clearer by the day: global, ecological, economic, monetary, social and political
collapse (Diamond 2005). How else can we understand the fact that in times when
civilization has reached its alleged zenith, a human being starves (to death) every second
(Ziegler)? The original riches of ‘mother earth’ is now giving way to a barren wasteland.

Since the 1980s, it is mainly the Structural Adjustment Programs (SAPs) of the World Bank,
the IMF that act as the enforcers of neoliberalism. When the WTO was founded in 1995 in
place of GATT, several agreements which operationalise it followed: The Multilateral
Agreement on Investments, the General Agreement on Trade in Services(GATS), the
agreement on Trade-Related aspects on Intellectual Property Rights (leading to India giving
up on its Patent Rights Act), and the Agreement on Agriculture, which has now been
supplemented by the Agreement on Non-Agricultural Market Access(NAMA). All these
agreements facilitate corporate rule, and total liberation of all corporate activities. Never
before, not even in colonial times, have those in power been so completely been “freed” from
all responsibility for their actions (no wonder that the MAI negotiations were kept secret for
years, though the EU Trade Unions knew since they were part of the TUAC and took part in
the OECD conferences in Paris). Negotiations of the GATS have also been kept secret since
the late 1990s. That sensitive areas like education, health or water services are excluded is
a lie. Even the elements –air, water, earth, fire (energy) are increasingly turned into
commodities. Financial Services, Insurance and Real Estate (FIRE) are the tools for opening
up the womb. The genes of plants, animals, even human-beings are sometimes pirated and
made one’s own legal “property” (Thaler 2004). Vandana Shiva calls this process “trading in
our lives” and in Korea “WTO kills farmers” is a popular slogan.
The transnational agribusiness corporations now even discuss a general prohibition of
“traditional” farming methods. Iraqi farmers have been forced to burn their seeds and use
“terminator seeds” instead - this in Mesopotamia, the “cradle of agriculture”… or “Wheat
becomes a Weapon” (Krieg1980). In India too the Iraq model is being repeated, only with a
slower rate of strangulation to death of our farmers. A new infertility enters the world instead
of a new creation … consequence is an artificially created death - a death with no life to
follow. No one seems to know how to prevent this (Werlhof 2006) ... Amongst the most
ludicrous examples is the idea to distribute contraceptive GM corn developed by the Swiss
company Syngenta, in regions that suffer from so called overpopulation” (Reiter 2005). Fed
on it German cows died of different forms of circulatory collapse. The AoA in dumping
subsidized GM food into markets of the South is threatening the survival of three billion small
farmers, half the world’s population!
Today the rights of corporations are better protected by the court systems in all countries …
we may even say that “human rights only apply to corporations”. Neoliberal globalisation is a
conscious betrayal of the interests of 99% of the people on this planet. In both its intention
and effect, a true “weapon of mass destruction” - even when no immediate wars are fought
(Werlhof 2006). How many lives are sacrificed to this globalisation? Some estimate that the
numbers already go into hundreds of millions (Widerspruch 2004).

In the EU’s first draft Constitution Treaty, rejected by the referendum, there was the
engagement in armament and military operations (Oberansmayer 2004).The draft of the EU
constitution promised to be part of an effort to secure peace and refers to acts of war as –
“humanitarian intervention”, alternatively as “acts of defense”, like the NATO* war against
Yugoslavia and Afghanistan and now in Africa (wherever there is oil or strategic raw
materials), alongside the US Africa Military command.. Once again neoliberal globalisation
and militarism appear as Siamese twins … All this against the backdrop of deployable
nuclear weapons in Europe (Galtung 1993, Oberansmayer 2004). The EU is aware of the
impending problems of shortage of water and energy in Southern Europe. At the European
Security conference (Munich) 2005 it already discussed scenarios of poor people’s revolts.
Harold Pinter, in his Nobel Prize acceptance speech vividly articulated as only a writer can –
“ It means you infect the heart of the country, that you establish a malignant growth and
watch the gangrene blow….When the populace has been subdued or beaten to death …the
Military and the great Corporations sit comfortably in power –you go before the cameras and
say Democracy has prevailed.”
Will the Tide Turn?
The series of people’s movements, whether against the WTO trade talks at Seattle, Cancun,
Hong Kong, GM foods, privatization of public sector enterprises, SEZs, Water privatization
(Vandana Shiva says “Denying people their human right to water is not development. It is
genocide”), unemployment, forest rights and displacement from mineral rich regions, against
the War in Iraq and the indigenous people — largely spontaneous, has been termed as the
emergence of the ‘second super power’.
The current revolt emerging against neo-liberalism throughout the periphery, led by the Iraqi,
Palestinian, Afghan and Lebanese national resistance will be met by increased interventions
from the imperial center of the System – an evil and destructive system which maims,
oppresses and dishonors those who live under it and which threatens and executes
devastation and death to millions around the globe, shaming the age of enlightenment, in the
name of freedom and democracy. However the choice, not to resist is no choice and
peoples’ resistance have won throughout history.
“What is really needed of course is nothing less than a different civilization. A different
economy alone, or a different society or culture will not suffice…We need a civilization that is
the exact opposite … We would still be left with the damage that the earth has suffered …
and all this happened within what comes to a nanosecond of the earth’s history” (Werlhof).

To conclude military power no matter how strong, can never conquer the people’s desire to
be free and their love of peace, as post world war II history has shown in our times, though it
has imposed so much suffering and will continue to do for some more time.
When neoliberal Globalisation is on a self destruct mode and its financial system heading for
an abyss what holds back its demise? The answer is the ‘Ruling’ elites of many nations,
amongst them the petro-dollar oligarchies in collusion with military alliances, who have and
continue to betray their people’s interests. Since it is arraigned against entire humanity it has
to be defeated by a united humanity with diverse strategies.
It is necessary to remember in times such as these, when the words “freedom and
democracy” are voiced by those who have enslaved even their own societies, the wise
words of Mahatma Gandhi – “Liberty and democracy become unholy when their hands are
dyed Red with innocent blood.”
Admiral Vishnu Bhagwat is former Chief of the Naval Staff, India. He can be reached
admiralvb@hathway.com
Note
* NATO—Started with a membership of 15, now has an additional 26 members and also 23
“partnership countries” — ‘Partnership for Peace.’ It has affiliates like the Istanbul
Cooperation Initiative, the Mediterranean Dialogue and the GCC, all facilitating intervention,
outside the UNSC, to protect human lives.
With acknowledgements to Prof Claudia von Werlhof ‘s paper on ‘The Consequences of
Globalization and Neoliberal Policies. What are the Alternatives?’ November 21, 2005, Prof
Michel Chossudovsky’s books –Globalization of Poverty & America’s War of Terror,
published by Global Research.
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